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Abstract

Over the last 70 years, we, humans, have created an

economic market where attention is being captured

and turned into money thanks to advertising. Dur-

ing the last two decades, leveraging research in psy-

chology, sociology, neuroscience and other domains,

Web platforms have brought the process of captur-

ing attention to an unprecedented scale. With the

initial commonplace goal of making targeted adver-

tising more effective, the generalization of attention-

capturing techniques and their use of cognitive bi-

ases and emotions have multiple detrimental side ef-

fects such as polarizing opinions, spreading false in-

formation and threatening public health, economies

and democracies. This is clearly a case where the Web

is not used for the common good and where, in fact,

all its users become a vulnerable population. This pa-

per brings together contributions from a wide range

of disciplines to analyze current practices and conse-

quences thereof. Through a set of propositions and

principles that could be used do drive further works,

it calls for actions against these practices competing

to capture our attention on the Web, as it would be

unsustainable for a civilization to allow attention to

be wasted with impunity on a world-wide scale.

1 An unsustainable attention market

Since the advent of mass market in the 50’s, media and adver-

tisement providers have relentlessly tried to figure out effective

methods to capture our attention and turn it into revenue. Dur-

ing the last two decades, supported by advances in artificial in-

telligence (AI), major online social media and Web platforms

have brought this process of capturing attention to an unprece-

dented scale. Based almost exclusively on advertising rev-

enues, their business model consists in providing free services

that, in return, collect behavioral traces. This data is then used

to maximize the impact of advertisements on users by 1 en-

suring their mental availability at the time of being shown the

advertisement, and 2 ensuring that the message meets their

interests, beliefs and moods (i.e. targeted advertising). Based

on research in psychology, sociology and neuroscience, sev-

eral actors including online social media, games and Web plat-

forms have engineered techniques capable of very effectively

plundering our “available brain time” [37, 27]. We can distin-

guish two broad categories of such techniques. Firstly, some

techniques are explicitly designed to leverage cognitive bi-

ases as a means to capture attention. For instance, the likes

collected after posting content activate the brain’s dopamin-

ergic pathways (involved in the reward system) and tap into

our need for social approval, giving “bright dings of pseudo-

pleasure” [37]; notifications of smartphone applications feed

our appetite for novelty and surprise such that it is difficult

to resist the urge to check them; the pull-to-refresh mecha-

nism [37], alike slot machines, exploits the variable reward

pattern whereby each time we pull down the screen we may get

an update or nothing at all; infinite scrolling (of news, posts or

videos...) traps us because of our fear of missing out important

information (FOMO) to the point that we can hardly break the

flow; automatic video chaining replaces a deliberate action to

continue watching with a required action to stop watching, and

entails a frustrating feeling of incompleteness when stopped;

etc. Similarly, some techniques harness dark patterns1 [26] to

manipulate users into taking actions or decisions they wouldn’t

take otherwise. This is typically the case when one accepts all

notifications of an application without really noticing it, while

deactivating notifications would require an additional, less in-

tuitive, series of actions.

Secondly, recent advances in machine learning allow the

training of content recommendation algorithms on massive

online behavioral data. These algorithms learn to recommend

content that not only captures attention but also increases user

engagement2. They discover the content’s key features that

help predict whether such content will effectively attract users’

attention, and typically end up selecting content related to con-

flictuality, fear or sexuality [10]. They also learn to exploit hu-

mans’ negativity bias [61, 59] and, as a consequence, content

conveying high-arousal negative emotions (such as anger, re-

sentment, indignation and disgust) are more likely to be read

and eventually shared online than those conveying other emo-

tions [50, 35]. Concerningly enough, false information (a

broad term including misinformation and other forms of disin-

1The legal definition in California is “A user interface is a dark
pattern if the interface has the effect of substantially subverting or
impairing user autonomy, decision-making, or choice. A business’s
intent in designing the interface is not determinative in whether the
user interface is a dark pattern, but a factor to be considered.” CPRA
§ 7004 (c)

2There are multiple definitions of user engagement. In the context
of social media, this typically refers to the fact that a user would
interact with a content: e.g. like, comment or repost it. Engagement
is usually public in that it leaves public traces on the platform, unlike
sheer content consumption that remains private [50].
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formation) typically relies on such negative emotions as a trick

to foster sharing. Finally, recommendation systems may do all

this without it being explicit in the features they select, nor in

the succinct feedback that some of them happen to provide3.

Since the amount of attention available is both limited and

precious, it would be unsustainable for a civilization to waste it

with impunity for questionable or futile purposes [10]. Today,

we might precisely be at that moment: while mental time has

become a new oil, we have created an attention economy and

subsequent attention markets [28, 29] that, although sustain-

able from an economic point of view, may be unsustainable

from a civilization point of view. From these first references,

let us define what the term “attention market” refers to in this

article.

Definition 1.1 (Attention market) Economic environment

where businesses compete to capture and retain the resource

represented by people’s focused mental engagement that we

call attention.

The attention market treats attention as a tradable commod-

ity and involves multiple actors: from producers (the end users

whose attention is the resource), to content creators whose

work is used to capture the attention, brokers who trade and

monetize the attention, and consumers who use it for their pur-

poses such as exposing users to advertisements.

❈

In this article, we propose a discussion aimed at spurring

introspection and debate within the computer science commu-

nity. In line with the Web Science Manifesto [6] calling for in-

terdisciplinary approaches to prepare the future of the Web, we

bring together and synthesize the conclusions of more than 70

papers and books from a wide range of disciplines to analyze

the practices and drifts of these systems designed to capture

attention on a worldwide scale. We make the point that, with

the initial commonplace goal of making targeted advertising

more effective, the generalization of attention-capturing tech-

niques and their use of negative emotions tends to foster radi-

calization and polarization, amplify the dissemination of false

information, spur the emergence of populism, and eventually

put a threat on democracies and human societies in general.

Promoting awareness about these issues, this paper is di-

rectly related to UN’s Sustainable Development Goal4 (SDG)

16 “Peace, Justice, and Strong Institutions”, since it suggests

actions to combat the instrumentalization of negative emo-

tions, the associated false information that mechanically in-

crease the level of anger and resentment among populations,

and it promotes “societies that respect the right (...) to free-

dom of expression, and access to information”5. By pointing

to the rise of populism worldwide, it addresses the connected

question of how to strengthen institutions. The paper is also

relevant with respect to SDG 3 ”Good Health and Well-being”

considering the aggravating effects of online social media on

3For instance, a recommendation system may tell us “you liked
this movie, you may also like this one”. But we don’t know what
features were selected to recommend this one: Do they have an actor
in common? Did my contacts like both of them? etc.

4https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/
5https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/peace-justice/

mental health, and the public health issues caused by false in-

formation (e.g. during the Covid-19 pandemics).

So far, the public and private research in computer science

has invested large efforts in dealing with some aspects of the

problem like radicalization, violent speech and false informa-

tion. These works rely on post hoc measures such as content

detection, deletion or downgrading. Nevertheless, we argue

that additional measures must be considered to actively pre-

vent the issues that stem from attention capturing rather than

only mitigating their impact after they have occurred. Presum-

ably, such measures would be political as well as technical,

meaning that this socio-technical problematic situation calls

for socio-technical solutions. And although the measures may

not be associated with immediate research opportunities for

the computer science community, we believe that the poten-

tial impacts are crucial enough for the community to be fully

aware of, and actively involved in, this reflection.

In the rest of this paper we will first review the general

principles of recommendation systems and the consequences

of the recommendation loop that they implement (section 2).

Then, we will explain how having recommendation systems

harness emotions can lead to detrimental situations includ-

ing what we shall name an algorithmic emotional governance

(section 3). We will touch upon the threat to creative jobs

(section 4) and then review some known post hoc measures

(section 5), before discussing preventive measures to reclaim

our attention (section 6).

2 Users in the loop... of recommendation

systems

Content recommendation algorithms are a key component of

a wide range of applications, including social media, search

engines and major Web platforms in general. Through many

applications they have changed our lives, helping us to be more

efficient, assisting us in daily tasks, or improving our educa-

tion and information. In a number of other applications how-

ever, the truth in not so bright. In the case of social media for

instance, they are presented to us as if designed to provide us

with content that matches our needs and desires, while what

they really seek is to maximize the attention we pay to their

hosting platform and advertisements thereof.

Through the training process, recommendation algorithms

automatically learn to extract from massive behavioral traces

the content’s features that most effectively capture our atten-

tion and maximize our continuous engagement with the plat-

form. For instance, they can learn that some categories of

topics, such as conflictuality, fear or sexuality, irresistibly at-

tract our attention [10], and thus lean toward recommending

these particular categories. They can also learn to select con-

tent tailored for a certain user by taking into account the con-

tent’s features (topics, source, emotions conveyed...) and its

adequacy with the user’s profile (interests, inclinations, past

behavior...). This adequacy likely involves many other fea-

tures that are not transparent since the platforms rarely inform

users about how and for which purpose their personalized feed

was composed. This is underlined in a study by DeVito [18]

who analyzed Facebook’s patents, press releases, and Secu-

rities and Exchange Commission filings, to identify “the set

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/peace-justice/


of algorithmic values that drive the News Feed”. Some of

the features he identified are objective, i.e. they can be ob-

served or measured: friend relationships, explicitly expressed

user interests, prior engagement, post age and page relation-

ships. By contrast, other features are up to interpretation and

thus raise multiple questions: implicitly expressed user prefer-

ences (what are the signals of such implicit expression?), plat-

form priorities (what are they and who decides them?), content

quality (what are the quality criterion?).

Finally, it may seem that recommendation algorithms learn

to leverage psychological traits and cognitive biases. Yet, it

is important to stress that the algorithm does not discover such

things as a psychological trait or a cognitive bias itself. Rather,

it discovers the features that enable it to exploit what psychol-

ogists would describe as a trait or bias. Such criteria are not

explicitly formulated, they may not even be explicable nor ver-

ifiable. They remain implicit in the models unless a study

be carried out a posteriori, that would surface the biases that

emerge from the recommendations. This is yet another exam-

ple where AI techniques without explanations nor feedback

are problematic.

Another specificity of recommendation algorithms is that

they tend to implement a self-reinforcing loop that we define

as follows:

Definition 2.1 (Self-reinforcing recommendation loop)

The continuous cycle of recommendation systems providing

personalized suggestions to a user based on data collected

from their preferences and behaviors and integrating these to

further recommendations.

A classical self-reinforcing recommendation loop is illus-

trated in figure 1: 1 The algorithms recommend content to

the user. 2 The behavior of the user is captured, possibly par-

tially due to the focus of the platform and the limited choices

that the interface offers, and possibly biased due to the fact

that these choices may be oriented, again by the interest of the

platform and the chosen interface. 3 The algorithms inte-

grate these reactions in future recommendations. As a result,

the reactions of the user will reinforce the recommendation

and propagation of the attached content.

x Connect I Select (1) x Perceive & React

I Trace (2)I A.I. processing (3)

Figure 1: The self-reinforcing recommendation loop of plat-

forms: the ellipses are activities on the user side, the boxes

are activities on the platform side. Select and Trace are grey

boxes because only partially observable. The A.I. processing

is, more than often, a black box for the end-user.

Of course there are externalities to that loop, that can in-

crease its impact. Smartphones, for example, provide addi-

tional means to profile users by tracking their every moves,

making recommendation even more efficient and targeted to

the point that it competes and sometimes takes over more tra-

ditional ways of advertising [65]. Another (detrimental) exter-

nality of this loop is that it opens the door to spoofing tech-

niques and other malevolent actors intentionally biasing usage

traces to “hijack” recommendation systems. Indeed, as soon

as a process is known and documented, it runs the risk of being

diverted from its original purpose and manipulated beyond its

original objectives. For instance, fake reviews and reactions

alter recommendations; black hat techniques of SEO (Search

Engine Optimization) such as hidden texts, link farms, cloak-

ing6 or text spinning are disapproved by search engines as they

impact the recommendations they make by unduly increasing

the ranking of targeted pages or avoiding their downgrading.

❈

As a result, the fact that a few recommendation systems

influence a significant fraction of the human population may

have a number of detrimental side effects on their users and our

societies at large. A first side effect is that recommendation al-

gorithms tend to lock users in an informational space in accor-

dance with their tastes and beliefs, a “filter bubble” [45] that

confines them to a “cognitive comfort zone” and activates their

confirmation bias as they are faced with information which

seems to go towards the same directions or conclusions [55,

34] Eventually, users are no longer confronted with contradic-

tion, debate nor disturbing facts or ideas, and this algorithmic

amplification tends to be a powerful driver of the radicaliza-

tion and polarization of opinions, leading to extremist ideas in

some cases [74].

Furthermore, at a time where we need to change our behav-

iors (e.g. over-consumption of goods and energy) and redi-

rect our attention to important matters (e.g. climate change),

we should question whether recommendation algorithms make

the right recommendations, and for whom. Considering the

billions of users caught in recommendation loops everyday7,

it is important to continuously monitor how and for what pur-

pose these systems capture our attention. Because when our

attention is spent on a content chosen by these platforms, it is

lost for anything else.

3 Algorithmic Emotional Governance

Considering the platform’s recommendation loop introduced

in section 2, we now want to stress that, directly or indirectly,

emotions are a key feature of the selected recommendations.

In fact, the whole attention market could be seen as driven by

a complex equation involving, at least, emotions, cognitive bi-

ases and content recommendation algorithms. This could lead

to what we will call here an algorithmic emotional governance

merging two concepts: emotional governance [48] which is

the informed management of the emotional dynamics of the

governed population, and algorithmic governance [54] which

is a governance of our societies based on the algorithmic pro-

cessing of massive data.

6Cloaking denotes a technique in which the content presented to
a search engine crawler is different from that presented to an ac-
tual user. It aims at deceiving search engines so they display the
page that they would otherwise downgrade or dismiss. Adapted from
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloaking.

7In 2018, Google revealed that 70% of the
time spent watching videos on Youtube is about
videos recommended by Youtube’s algorithms.
https://qz.com/1178125/youtubes-recommendations-drive-70-of-what-we-watch

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloaking
https://qz.com/1178125/youtubes-recommendations-drive-70-of-what-we-watch


Definition 3.1 (Algorithmic emotional governance) The

governance of societies based on algorithms processing mas-

sive data to harness the emotional dynamics of the governed

population.

Emotions are a powerful attractor of our attention, espe-

cially emotions with a high negative valence [61]. As a re-

sult, information that arouses anger, fear, indignation, resent-

ment, frustration or disgust is among those that most effec-

tively catch our attention [50, 35]. An explanation is that

witnessing others’ negative emotions activates our compari-

son bias and subjects us to some sort of injunction to take

sides, to show our emotional response, and hence publicly

demonstrate our “irreproachable morality” [17, 10]. Note that

catching attention and increasing user engagement are differ-

ent things, and although high-arousal negative emotions catch

attention more efficiently than other emotions, it remains un-

clear whether they induce a higher user engagement on social

media. In some cases a higher sharing rate of information con-

veying positive emotions was observed [33, 36]. Nevertheless,

in several contributions, researchers showed the overwhelm-

ing impact of emotions in argumentation and debates and the

means to detect them [5, 68, 4], and it has also been shown

that anger spreads faster on social media than any other emo-

tion [21]. Note that this attraction for negative content can be

observed in completely different domains, e.g. in literature

where the anti-utopian and dystopian fiction genres became

more prominent within the utopian genre [39].

Combined together, the construction of filter bubbles by rec-

ommendation systems and the ability of these systems to learn

the content’s features that trigger a particular emotional re-

sponse in a particular individual, can lead to some form of

polarisation and end up trapping users in radicalization path-

ways. Consider the supporter of a sports club: it is because the

system chooses the right topic (e.g. the right sport), the right

content (e.g. an article about an opponent club) and the right

tone and emotion (e.g. mocking criticism) that an emotion is

provoked, followed by a registered reaction (like, comment,

repost) and, over time, a potential polarisation is developed

such as hatred for the opponent’s supporters.

Recommendation after recommendation, the filter bubble

becomes an opinion bubble where users are isolated from dis-

crepant opinions, and eventually an emotion bubble where

they are maintained in certain emotional states as the result

of optimized recommendations. In the end, the complex in-

teraction of negative emotions, cognitive biases (e.g. nega-

tivity bias and impulsive tendency to show indignation) and

recommendation algorithms leads to an emotional escalation.

Often, this escalation is further worsened by the affordances

offered by the platforms, that tend to make exchanges ever

briefer and more simplistic: How to express a nuanced reflec-

tion in a 280-character tweet? How to underline a doubt when

the only available choices are essentially limited to �/- (and

sometimes ,)? How to agree with one part of a post and dis-

agree with another one when this post is treated as a monolithic

block by the interface that only offers the options õ/þ/ ?

This extreme discretization of choices adds to the mechanisms

at work and reinforces the polarization of opinions and com-

munities. Some dark patterns are even intentionally employed

to make some actions easy and some more difficult: for in-

stance, in Facebook the button to like a post is always visible

whereas the option to report a post is at the bottom of a sub-

menu, a pattern falling in the category known as “longer than

necessary” [7].

Eventually, nuance, doubt or agnosticism are mechanically

made invisible because the low emotional response that they

induce simply downgrades their ranking. It is imperative to

have an opinion, preferably definite and cleaving. Ampli-

fied by digital disinhibition8 [63], this emotional escalation

can lead to outpourings of violence and hatred whose out-

come is sometimes tragic as attested by the suicide attempts of

teenagers being cyberbullied [56]. Moreover, the full conse-

quences of triggering or regulating emotions on our cognitive

functions in general and on memory in particular remain to be

studied extensively [49].

❈

We just described the combined effect of emotions, cogni-

tive biases and recommendation algorithms, which is at work

whatever the type of content a platform serves. But things get

even worse when it comes specifically to false information.

False information are frequently meant to arouse strong nega-

tive emotions [75], and the combination with cognitive biases

and recommendation algorithms provides them with a partic-

ularly fertile ground and a formidable cognitive efficiency [2,

38]. Some studies reported that negatively biased fake news

enhance users’ willingness to share them [14], and reveal a

positive correlation between the virality of fake news and the

anger they carry [12]. Another study contended that falsehood

spreads “significantly farther, faster, deeper, and more broadly

than the truth” on social media [69], which underlines that rec-

ommendation of content arousing negative emotions does not

only induce local individual reaction: it creates a chain re-

action leveraging the network effect of social media to spread

that “content–emotion” couple through the acquaintance links.

Other studies reported that recommendation algorithms me-

chanically tend to favor false information conveying divisive

ideas, shocking events and negative emotions [22, 23]. This

type of content entails a felt injunction to take sides and com-

pulsively spread shocking information rather than appealing

to critical thinking, questioning its veracity and verifying its

source. And since this information is often relayed by ac-

quaintances, the social proof bias [13] entices users to deem

it credible and trustworthy.

Concerningly, the contents we are exposed to leave a trace

in our implicit memory: although we cannot recall seeing it, it

may impact our choices for several months [15]. Even more

concerning is the fact that, due to the negativity bias, negative

information leaves a longer memory trace than positive infor-

mation. Therefore, even when a false information is denied or

rectified, there remains a negative feeling that stems from the

strong emotional response it triggered in the first place. Re-

peated again and again, associated with representations of the

world that summon conspiracy theories, reinforced under the

pressure of filter and emotion bubbles, propelled by the net-

work effect, such information gradually and insidiously un-

8the feeling of impunity induced by the feeling of anonymity



dermines our trust in the elites (scholars, experts, journalists,

politicians, etc.), entails risks for public health [72, 51], and

spurs the emergence of extreme ideas and populism that even-

tually undermine democracies [74, 1, 30, 23], among other

pitfalls.

Finally, let us stress that if “previous studies have shown

how personality, values, emotions and vulnerability of users

affect their likelihood to propagate misinformation” [22], in

this section we only considered an average user without any

particular health condition. But we should envisage more

complex situations when it comes to users with disabilities or

mental disorders e.g. depression, anxiety, compulsive shop-

ping disorder, paranoia, FOMO, FOBO9... Let us just men-

tion one specific condition: the attention deficit (AD) disor-

der. There is evidence that AD symptoms could be worsened

by the use of digital media and their attention-grabbing ap-

plications, and more importantly that these applications could

provoke AD among people without previous record of such a

disorder [47]. To the very least, more research is needed in

this respect.

4 Attention, attention, all thinkers

We firstly intended this section for all the scientists reading

this paper, concurring with the article of David R. Smith: “At-

tention, attention: your most valuable scientific assets are un-

der attack” [60]. In this article, Smith calls for attention to

what media platforms are doing to research and the academic

domain. Indeed, even the most informed scientists and engi-

neers are not immune to these problems [37] such that digi-

tal contraptions (as Smith calls them) are contributing to aca-

demic attention deficit disorder [60]. In fact, concentration but

also boredom, mind-wandering and daydreaming times are vi-

tal to creative thinking. Many of us experienced the sudden

burst of an idea in the middle of a relaxing moment. Attention-

capturing systems steal these moments from all of us and ham-

per the creativity process of wondering minds [77].

Of course these remarks can be generalized to many other

activities requiring concentration, creativity and imagination,

and one could wonder what digital contraptions are doing to

politics, healthcare or education, for instance. To mention

just one example, countless information media now report

the cases of Youtubers experiencing a burnout [46], or mu-

sicians complaining that they spend more time making Tiktok

videos to promote their music than actually creating music [57,

73]. This reveals that, to hook and keep the attention of con-

tent consumers, platforms also exercise some sort of visibility

tyranny over content creators.

In other words: attention, attention, thinkers, we need to

redesign the systems for our own needs, rather than the other

way around, especially in creative jobs since the true currency

of these jobs are ideas [60].

5 Known Post Hoc Counter-measures

Among the various issues raised in the previous sections, the

questions of false information, radicalization, hateful speech

9Fear of Better Options: the inability to choose when faced with
a multitude of options.

and bullying are among the most concerning, and therefore

have been extensively addressed by the research commu-

nity [58]. In [22] authors identified three different points

where recommendation systems can be adapted to tackle these

issues: 1 pre recommendation, 2 within the recommenda-

tion model, and 3 post recommendation. Most of the current

counter-measures to deal with false information lie in this third

category. Below we touch upon some of them.

Firstly, to dyke the spread of false information as well

as inappropriate content such as bullying, hateful or violent

speech, social media and content hosting platforms have obli-

gations that vary depending on the legislation and its jurisdic-

tion [24]. Measures range from content deletion and suspen-

sion of users spreading inappropriate content, to re-ranking of

recommended items before presenting them to the user [22],

flagging to indicate potentially deceptive content, etc. Yet, de-

spite these various approaches, progress is still necessary. For

instance, subtle violent content may be hard to detect as soon

as it does not contain explicit hateful or violent terms, or when

it uses sarcasm [44]. Conversely, content may be erroneously

assessed as abusive or illicit although it is in fact using irony to

convey perfectly acceptable ideas. An in-depth analysis of im-

plicit and subtlety in linguistic content remains an open ques-

tion [44].

In addition, any action must carefully consider the dangers

of transferring regulation and enforcement to private compa-

nies. [62] argue that over-filtering content is just as dangerous

as letting bad content spread. Indeed, deletion and filtering

may deviate from initial purpose to over-censorship of content

if it becomes safer for the platforms to do so than take a risk of

being sued. Furthermore, assessing the trustworthiness of in-

formation raises multiple ethical and political concerns: Who

decides what is true or false? According to which criteria?

Under whose control?

Secondly, to mitigate the effect of false information, mul-

tiple post hoc measures rely on the impact of additional cor-

rective content. For [70], pointing to a coherent alternative ex-

planation, with references to expert and highly credible factual

sources, remains a solid starting point. The authors describe

the strategy of “observational correction” leveraging the fact

that users who witness the correction of a misinformation item,

but have not directly engaged with that item, are less affected

by cognitive dissonance and are therefore more amenable to

correction. This is consistent with the findings of [8] who sug-

gest that exposing users to related stories that correct a post

that contained misinformation will significantly reduce mis-

perceptions. The impact of the correction can be further rein-

forced by explicitly pointing to the demographic similarity be-

tween the user and the authors of opposing content [25], which

taps into the homophily effect10. In other words, we are more

likely to accept the correction when it comes from someone

who is socially close to us, e.g. having the same professional

activity or background. [70] also suggest to multiply correc-

tion actions for each targeted content to reinforce the effect.

10Homophily: the tendency to associate with similar others.



6 Reclaiming our attention

The methods presented in the previous section all have one

thing in common: they deal with the problems in a post hoc

manner, that is, after these problems have occurred, with all

the limitations that come with this “coming after”. To go fur-

ther however, we need to figure out measures, may they be

legal, political or technical, capable of preventing the atten-

tion from being looted in the first place. More importantly, we

need to consider this reflection not only from the perspective

of regulating the attention consumers (the platforms and mul-

tiple intermediaries), but also from the perspective of the pro-

ducers (the end-users) who want to reclaim their attention, es-

pecially in times when our attention is needed on a number of

urgent matters. This involves actively preventing recommen-

dation systems from finding ways to exploit our inner limita-

tions and manipulate us through sometime ancient and deeply

embedded structures of our brain (e.g. our striatum) [9].

Below we formulate a set of propositions stemming from

the observations and findings reported in the previous sections.

We organize them around the challenges that they address, to-

gether with suggestions made by other authors from multiple

disciplines. Finally we extract from them a set of empirical

principles that could be used do drive further works on good

practices.

6.1 The carrot and the stick

Taking the example of false information, [70] insist on the fact

that a posteriori corrections are not sufficient and must hap-

pen as early as possible, that is, before misperceptions are en-

trenched. Besides, avoiding the algorithmic amplification ef-

fect of such information by recommendation systems requires

to mitigate the popularity effect before its happens [22]. But if

online social media are required by law to combat false infor-

mation, they have conflicting incentive to do it, not to say no

incentive at all. Indeed, as we described in section 3, false in-

formation largely relies on negative emotions to capture users’

attention. As such, they are very effective in fostering user en-

gagement which is what online social media strive to obtain.

Consequently, from an economic point of view, it is counter-

productive for online social media to prevent the spread of

false information. More generally, it is counter-productive for

platforms to mitigate the popularity effect, mitigate the impact

of negative emotions, or reduce filter bubbles and the subse-

quent polarization of opinions.

The authors of [42] suggest to rethink existing trade regula-

tion laws such as antitrust and fair competition laws under the

new realm of attention markets. They propose to enforce taxes

on attention consumption to “disincentivize attention interme-

diaries from vacuuming up as much attention as possible”, for

instance by restraining the amount of advertisements that can

be shown to a user, or reducing the deductibility of advertising

expenditures from the companies’ revenues to alleviate their

taxes. They also propose to regulate the attention costs that

can be charged, with the idea that if attention becomes less

lucrative then financial resources will be redirected towards

more lucrative markets, thus reducing the amount of attention

being captured and traded.

In other words, things would not change without strong in-

centives on one side, and disincentives on the other. We can

summarize this in the following general principle:

à principle of the right incentive

At a Web governance level, we must leverage legal and eco-

nomic means to drive platforms’ practices towards desirable

behaviours, while penalizing undesired behaviours.

6.2 Usage regulation

Some of the measures meant to regulate the attention market

lie in the way the services are consumed. Some legal mea-

sures could be taken to enforce a regulation of the daily use

of Web platforms. As has already been done in some coun-

tries, laws could be voted to limit the daily time spent by users

on certain services, especially among the youngest [32, 11].

Another simple measure applies to video streaming platforms,

that consists in imposing few-second pauses between videos.

This apparently naive technique may actually shatter the infi-

nite feed trap by giving users the short amount of time they

need to realize that they have been in an attention tunnel for a

while, and that they want to “reclaim” their attention. This can

be generalized by formulating the following principle:

à principle of supported due diligence

All means should be provided to foster and update the due

diligence of users. In particular they should always be made

aware of their options to escape the systems’ loops, pro-

cesses and goals.

Policy makers could also tackle the problem of attention

fragmentation entailed by the multiple, often invasive, noti-

fications that smartphone applications raise. Whenever a noti-

fication occurs, users are tempted to interrupt their current ac-

tivity, check the reason of the notification, possibly react to it,

before eventually returning to their activity. It has been shown

that switching our attention between tasks or contexts has a

cost: it is time-consuming and creates a more error prone con-

text [31, 40, 52]. Furthermore it has even been shown that

the mere presence of such devices, although turned off, im-

pairs our cognitive capacity [71]. In a way similar to the Eu-

ropean General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)11 which

imposes the consent of users for the use of cookies, law could

impose that smartphone applications obtain users’ explicit and

informed consent for the notifications that they raise, and de-

activate them by default (“opt-in only”). Hence the following

principle:

à principle of opt-in by default

Recommendation and notification services should be turned

off by default and only turned on on demand and after in-

formed consent and preference setting

This could be complemented by more punitive measures, as

proposed in [41], for instance by demonetizing and forbidding

collaboration with platforms that do not follow the rules.

11General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
https://gdpr-info.eu/

https://gdpr-info.eu/


6.3 Content recommendation monitoring

The echo-chamber effect of recommendation algorithms is at

the root of multiple examples of polarization and radicaliza-

tion. It could be mitigated by imposing a certain share of

non-recommended content, content that is outside of the user’s

interests, or content that originates from users they are not ac-

quainted with. In this respect, some approaches lie in the sec-

ond category proposed by [22], i.e. modifications “within

the recommendation” system. For instance, the same authors

suggest using clustering approaches to assemble the contacts

of the user according to different levels of similarity with the

user, and leverage these groups to increase the diversity of rec-

ommendations while maintaining a certain coherence and sim-

ilarity. [20] propose a method to come up with relevant recom-

mendations while reducing the likelihood of enticing the user

towards radicalization pathways. Also, to counter the misuse

and abuse of anger, indignation or fear, which are often asso-

ciated with false information, platforms could be required to

carry out sentiment analysis on every content in order to keep

the amount of recommendations associated to negative emo-

tions below a given threshold.

à principle of balanced recommendations

Recommendation-based platforms should prevent the over

specialization of recommendations w.r.t. all features and

should support monitoring and preventing the formation of

bubbles of any type (opinion, source, emotion, etc.).

Moreover, there exists an asymmetry of visibility between

the viral spreading of an information that was proven to be

false or misleading, and the denial or rectification of that in-

formation. The denial of a false information usually puts for-

ward a pondered, nuanced position that appeals to reasoning

and facts (logos) over emotion (pathos). Hence, it does not

trigger an emotional response compared to the one generated

by the false information in the first place, and it is therefore

silently downgraded by recommendation algorithms. This is

commonly summarized by the so-called Bradolini’s law which

states that “the amount of energy needed to refute false infor-

mation is an order of magnitude bigger than that needed to

produce it.” As a result, users who propagate false information

often never get to know about their mistake. [67] insist on the

fact that it is critical to jointly address content-checking and

digital virality. Thus, to counterbalance this visibility asym-

metry, social media could be required to impose on the de-

nial/rectification of a false information a visibility equivalent

to that of the initial information, for instance, by ensuring that

the population who was exposed to the false information be

exposed to the denial too. A warning could also be presented

to users who propagated this false information in order to in-

crease their awareness. Of course, this type of measure could

be coupled with other post recommendation measures such

as strategies involving the observational correction or demo-

graphic similarity presented in section 5. More generally, one

has to figure out how we can use recommendation systems to

recommend counter measures, i.e. we could train a recom-

mendation system to learn the most relevant content and the

most impactful entries in the acquaintance network to inject a

counter measure.

à principle of balanced visibility

Recommendation-based platforms should ensure that pre-

ventive and corrective measures have a visibility at least

equal to the visibility of the problems being prevented or

corrected.

6.4 Affordances and interaction design

As discussed in section 3, the affordances of platforms are op-

timized towards extremely brief and basic exchanges, leaving

no room for nuance, pondering, doubt nor substantiated rea-

soning. Interfaces could be redesigned to facilitate non-binary

reactions, starting with a range of nuanced emotions. Rather

than implementing deceptive dark patterns, they could rely on

nudges to gently drive users towards critical thinking, and by

valuing/rewarding this kind of behavior. [1] recommend en-

gaging users in the validation of content before sharing it, both

manually and with automated analysis methods on content and

context. For instance, X (formerly Twitter) asks confirmation

before retweeting the link to an article that the user did not

click. Similarly, interfaces could encourage users to comment

on content instead of merely clicking �, - or ,, and they

could question a user about whether they really want to share

or support a content associated to strong negative emotions or

for which a counter-measure was triggered.

à principle of benevolent interaction design

Affordances and interactions should be designed and evalu-

ated with the well-being of end-users in mind first.

6.5 Societal impact and educational mission

We, as a society, could decide that large online social media,

because of their influence on the society, public opinion, pub-

lic health and economy, can no longer be considered as sheer

private companies regulated by markets law only. Instead, they

could be seen as digital commons and be assigned a specific

status that would endow them with a societal mission includ-

ing an educational purpose, for instance. As an example, they

could instruct users in detecting false or misleading informa-

tion, they could promote content meant to increase awareness

w.r.t. attention mechanisms and cognitive biases, foster crit-

ical thinking and “distill” the scientific method, etc. On the

same page, authors of [1] insist on the need for civic educa-

tion, and [43] recommend integrating democratic values into

the algorithms that impact our lives, especially the ones par-

ticipating in an algorithmic governance (e.g. platform used for

debates, for information, for legal actions, educational orienta-

tion) which, in our case, means going beyond the optimization

of user engagement and attention catching, and including eth-

ical criteria.

à principle of digital commons preservation

When a digital service, platform or resource reaches the po-

tential of having a world-wide impact on human societies,

it must be assigned the status of digital common and must

be subjected to preservation rules and policies.



6.6 Feedback and transparency enforcement

Since one of the pitfalls we identified is the fact that users are

being caught by the recommendation loops, approaches such

as quantified self and lifelog could be specialized to the case

of recommendation-based platforms, in order to foster aware-

ness and introspection. Self-tracking tools could provide users

with usage metrics and feedback with respect to the total time

spent on the platform, the total exposure to negative news, etc.

This could be a way to counter the fact that online sharing of

fake news increases with social media fatigue [64]. Indicators

could inform users about the diversity of the recommendations

they are shown, and make them aware of low-diversity risks.

For instance the fact that “90% of the content one sees come

from 10% of one’s contacts or are on the same topic” may in-

dicate that one is experiencing a filter bubble. We summarize

this in the principle below where user’s reflexivity is the ability

of users to be self-aware of their usage and engagement with

the system.

à principle of continuous reflexivity

Users must be provided a continuously updated feedback on

their usage of the system and on themselves to support their

reflexivity and maintain an up-to-date informed consent.

Among other measures, the European Digital Services

Act [66], that took effect in August 2023, requires that plat-

forms set up mechanisms to explain the reasons that led to

recommending a certain content, and to offer users an alterna-

tive recommendation not based on profiling. Such measures

are especially crucial when coupling AI and the Web since we

need to set transparency and explanation as a prerequisite to

any approach, to ensure the awareness and informed consent

of, potentially, billions of users [6].

à principle of full user awareness

Users must be made aware of all the features and motiva-

tions leading to a recommendation, before and when it is

provided.

6.7 Build on existing practices

Finally, and although it may seem obvious, one rule is worth

remembering: to review and take inspiration from existing

best practices in other domains. In most jurisdictions there

exist advertising laws to protect consumers, ensure they re-

main able to make informed decisions, and more generally

to maintain a level playing field12 between all players. Most

countries regulate advertising through legislations that target

different forms of false, misleading or deceptive advertising

contents and claims, and forbid a whole range of practices

(unsubstantiated comparison, forged testimonial, puffery, mis-

leading packaging/label, unsolicited commercial messages, al-

leged contests and sweepstakes, etc.). The work and literature

on regulating advertising should be reviewed and built-upon in

regulating the attention market at large. This topic is also close

12Metaphor denoting the fact that, in business, all players
compete fairly, i.e. they all play by the same set of rules.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Level playing field

to that of clickbaits that are recommended links designed to at-

tract attention and to entice users to follow them while being

typically deceptive, sensationalized, or otherwise misleading.

Clickbaits are not just teasers but headlines with an element

of dishonesty, “using enticements that do not accurately re-

flect the content being delivered”13. As far as we know, there

is no regulation of clickbait practices on the Web, although

some of these techniques bear similarities with the misleading

or deceptive advertisement practices that we just mentioned

and that, on the contrary, are regulated.

à principle of best practice transfer

Methods and tools used to regulate similar situations in rel-

evant domains should be surveyed, benchmarked and sys-

tematically considered as input to a Web governance.

To give another example coming from a completely differ-

ent angle, we know that parenting practices in terms of TV

viewing have an impact on the behaviour of young watch-

ers [3]. Again, approaches and good practices in this domain,

and more generally in educating and parenting in the digital

media age [16], must be considered in the case of “Web view-

ing” in general and when addressing the problem of attention

capturing in particular.

More generally speaking, we need to put in place a gover-

nance bodies, starting with the Web and AI, that are prepared

to tackle new problematic practices and regulate them, as is

done in other areas of activity. And we also need to keep a

constant watch on these other areas, if only to draw inspira-

tion from the initiatives and feedback they have on similar is-

sues. Taking the example of the video game industry, there is

evidence of a relationship between “loot box”14 spending and

gambling addiction [76], and that a loot box is psychologically

akin to gambling [19] and can result in addictive behaviors and

endangered players. The way to study and address that un-

wanted exploitation of our behaviors is inspirational for other

problematic practices on the Web such as those we surveyed.

7 Thank you for... your attention

AI is domain-independent. It is being applied in all our areas

of interest: information, business, money, politics, employ-

ment, sports, games, sex etc. And the worldwide deployment

of these techniques, partly due to its coupling with the Web,

could have detrimental consequences in all these areas alike,

unless properly regulated. This is a commonplace observation

but it is the reason why, to prevent such detrimental effects,

an ethical AI approach to AI governance must be multidisci-

plinary and interdisciplinary.

With this mindset, this paper brought together conclusions

from more than 70 articles and books from different disci-

plines (psychology, sociology, neuroscience, politics, legal do-

main, computer science, education, etc.) to analyze and call

for actions against the current practices competing to capture

our attention in several “Web Wild West corners”. The prob-

lem is both critical and complex, and authors of [34] defend

13Definition adapted from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clickbait
14“loot boxes” are video game items with randomized contents that

can be paid for with real-world money.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Level_playing_field
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clickbait


the need for a “nuanced multidimensional view of how social

media use may shape information consumption” and they urge

us to consider “the complex variety in social media platforms

[and the] considerable variation in observed impacts among

them”. In [22] authors add that “This research requires to nav-

igate the careful tension between privacy, security, economic

interests, censorship and cultural differences, and requires to

be addressed from multiple disciplines that can assess not only

the technological aspect, but also the individual and the social

one (...) There is ample room for investigation (...), opening a

novel, exciting and interdisciplinary line of research.”

At the same time, the problem is getting worse with every

technological innovation. The pervasiveness of smartphones

in our lives has further reinforced the effectiveness of these

techniques that can now grab our attention at every moment

of the day, and in particular these moments that were previ-

ously those of boredom, waiting, daydreaming or intellectual

strolling. As we pointed out in section 4, these moments are

known to be necessary to spur imagination and creativity. In

the continuation of smartphones, smart objects and the result-

ing internet of things and Web of things will only make things

worse.

Recommendation systems that learn to predict us effectively

learn to manipulate us, and to be predictable is to lose freedom.

Everyday we fuel the predictors in exchange for immediate

satisfaction and instant pleasure, this amounts to continually

mortgaging our freedom. Besides, these systems that compete

for our attention end up pressuring us to consume and to react

more and more quickly to their recommendations. And, as we

know, acceleration is a form of alienation [53].

In another context and to address our own human limita-

tions, [10] recommended to find ways to increase our overall

level of consciousness and reclaim the power of long-term re-

flection. Our leaders and role models15 struggle to embody the

values of patience, conscience and moderation [10], but our

computer systems rarely drive us in that direction either. On

the contrary, current AI applications are pushing us not to use

our conscience, but to play their automation game. Yet there

is no reason for these systems to live in our mind rent free and

it is urgent to redesign them so they regularly push us to take

a step back, to be more conscious of what we are doing, view-

ing, saying, spreading, etc. The challenge is to (re)take and

(re)give time for awareness, attention and reflection: we need

to (re)take that source of freedom. And for this, we proposed

a non-exhaustive first set of principles to (re)design Web ap-

plications and inscribe in them a set of agreed-upon values.
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